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RENSA FILTRATION ANNOUNCES ACQUISITION OF
CUSTOM FILTER, LLC.
Acquisition further expands Rensa’s full-suite of innovative air filtration
products

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS – July 30, 2021 – Rensa Filtration, a family of
filtration companies manufacturing best-in-class air filtration products, has
acquired Illinois-based Custom Filter LLC. Custom Filter is a leading
manufacturer of specialty HEPA and ULPA level filtration products.
Additionally, Custom Filter LLC offers extensive testing and validation
programs with over 60 years of experience servicing OEM, contract
manufacturing, niche and a broad spectrum of high-end pleated filters.
Custom Filter LLC makes a wide variety of filters for the most demanding
air, liquid and molecular OEM filtration applications. This innovative
manufacturer offers complete in-house engineering services including filter
design, prototyping, manufacturing and filter testing.
“Custom Filter LLC is an exceptional filtration company that shares
Rensa’s commitment to engineering excellence, continuous improvement
and product innovation,” said Brandon Ost, CEO of Rensa Filtration.
“Custom is a very well-run organization, and we are thrilled John and his
team will remain with Rensa post acquisition.”
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“Joining Rensa and Brandon is an excellent opportunity to expand our
manufacturing capabilities and platforms,” said John Copley, President
and CEO of Custom Filter LLC. “Together we are excited about the
exchange of ideas and anticipated synergies with the Rensa portfolio
companies.”
Custom Filter is Rensa’s sixth acquisition since its inception in 2017. Other
members of the Rensa family include Maryland-based Viskon-Aire®,
Illinois-based Permatron®, Michigan and Ohio-based RoboVent®,
Michigan-based D-Mark, Inc®, and Texas-based Air Filters, Inc®. Rensa
will continue to look to add high-growth companies interested in being part
of a family of leading-edge filtration suppliers.
###

About Rensa Filtration
Rensa Filtration is a family of companies dedicated to air filtration. By
investing in innovation and the people that drive it, Rensa manufactures
best-in-class solutions that keep environments safe and industries thriving.
The company was founded in 2017 by industry veteran Brandon Ost and
private investment partners. For more information, visit:
www.rensafiltration.com

About Custom Filter LLC.
Custom Filter LLC. is known as a leading manufacturer of specialty filters
for a wide variety of custom applications. With more than 60 years of filter
experience and expertise based upon a combination of technologies
acquired through research and development, acquisitions, strategic
alliances and internally developed intellectual property. For more
information, visit: www.customfilter.net
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